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  Want to take your plastic army men to a whole new battlefield?
Introducing COMBAT STORM, the definitive wargame that uses your own collection of plastic army men as game pieces and a large playing area such as a large table or living-room floor as a battlefield.
For terrain, you can use common household objects to represent buildings and obstacles (e.g. books, wooden blocks, boxes, etc.) or use the included print-and-play papercraft terrain to build your own awesome cities and environments.
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Refreshing new streamlined wargaming rules
With the Combat Storm rules, your battlefield comes to life as you issue orders to your squads, by controlling their movements and attacks, in an effort to overcome the enemy and complete the mission at hand!




  









  An easy-to-play wargame that also brings new mechanics to the table
Combat Storm takes off where traditional wargames end by using a game system that is easy to learn for beginners but also provides opportunities for more advanced gameplay for veteran players, giving you the ultimate battlefield experience!
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The Soldiers

The soldiers in your collection of Plastic Army Men may look slightly different than the versions shown here, but this section gives you a good idea about what classes of soldiers are available for use in a game of Combat Storm.
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      RIFLEMEN

      Rifleman are the backbone of the army, using their assault rifles to lead the charge against enemy forces. Riflemen can also upgrade their weapons to give them the upper hand in battle.
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	  SNIPER

      Snipers are elite marksman that carry powerful long-ranged rifles into battle which can pick off enemy targets from great distances. Snipers are also able to perform head-shot kills if their shots are on point.
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	  SUPPORT INFANTRY

      Support Infantry accompany squads into battle and provide machine gun fire support which can help to suppress enemy units. If a squad goes into a prone position, Support Infantry soldiers can deploy the bi-pods on their weapons and can let loose a highly accurate stream of firepower onto enemy targets.
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	  ANTI-ARMOR

      Anti-Armor soldiers are specially-trained to eliminate armored vehicles such as tanks and artillery vehicles on the battlefield. In some cases, they are also used to eliminate enemy bunkers and machine gun nests.
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	  SERGEANT

      A Sergeant can influence the squad with a higher sense of morale and purpose, giving them a boost in performance and ability.
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	  MEDIC

      Medics are able to heal wounds that have been inflicted on fellow squad-mates and play an important role in helping to keep their squad from losing soldiers in battle.
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	  GRENADIER

      The Grenadier functions much like a standard Riflemen but also comes equipped with grenade launcher attachment on his rifle, capable of launching 40mm grenades at enemy targets.
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	  DEMOLITION EXPERT

      Demolition Experts provide specialized firepower in the form of explosives and are called upon to perform functions such as destroying a designated target with a C4 explosive, supplying their squad with grenades or defusing a bomb.
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	  SUPPLY SOLDIER

      The Supply Soldier is similar to a regular Rifleman except he carries additional supplies and gear for the squad. The Supply Soldier is also capable of repairing damaged vehicles.
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	  FORWARD OBSERVER

      The Forward Observer's primary role is to provide intel and attack coordinates to artillery and air support (helicopter missile strikes and bombing runs). The Forward Observer also provides his squad with a Scouting Bonus at the beginning of the game that allows his squad to take an additional Movement Phase.
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Inside the rulebook
Game Features
The Combat Storm 2nd Edition Rulebook contains complete step-by-step instructions for playing the game with two or more players, including many helpful examples throughout to help illustrate the gameplay.
 
 •  Rules for two unique armies, each army having their own specializations and tactics:
  - The United States Army
  - The People's Coalition Front
 
 •  Rules for 10 different classes of soldiers for each army:
  - Riflemen
  - Support Infantry
  - Snipers
  - Medics
  - Sergeants
  - Grenadiers
  - Supply Soldiers
  - Forward Observers
  - Demolitions Experts
  - Anti-Armor Soldiers
 
 •  Rules for Special Forces Soldiers
 
•  Rules for 4 different vehicles:
  - Main Battle Tank
  - Light Tank
  - Mobile Artillery Vehicle
  - Air Defense & Ground Support Vehicle




  









  More Features
•  Air Support Rules (Helicopter Missile Strike & Bombing Run)
 
 •  Head-Shot Rules
 
 •  Prone/Crouching Rules
 
 •  Suppression Fire Rules
 
 •  Blast Weapon Rules
 
 •  Terrain Rules covering all types of basic land that battles may take place on
 
 •  Cover Rules for when soldiers take cover behind objects
 
 •  A unique weapon upgrade system that allows players to further customize their soldiers' weapons and equipment before going into battle
 
 •  Army-building rules and point system
 
 •  8 all new missions, each featuring a detailed map, a mission briefing, and tactical objectives as well as the "Last Man Standing" game mode
 
 •  Command Sheet to keep track of your squads, weapon upgrades and equipment
 
 •  Quick Reference Guides
 
•  Plus much more!
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Our Personal 100% Money Back Guarantee to You!
We love Combat Storm and we want to make sure you love it too! We believe in our product so much that we proudly stand behind a 100% Money Back Guarantee policy. Yup, that's right: If you don't completely agree that Combat Storm is everything you expected it to be, simply send us an email within 15 days of purchase and we will issue you a 100% refund. No hard feelings and no questions asked.




  






      
        Gamers have spoken! Here's what some of our fans have to say about Combat Storm:

      

    

      
            I am very impressed with your game’s system and with your philosophy. With the very low price and great mechanics, your game system has really done a great job setting itself apart from other, much more expensive, games. Thank you for all the hard work and thought that you have put into this game and thank you for letting me know that you appreciate me for buying your game (very few war game companies seem to care about the consumers feelings anymore).

Blakevia Hotmail


          

            The building are A+. My son has really enjoyed putting the building together. In fact, the whole family has enjoyed it. We look forward to some of your new products!

Markvia MSN


          

            I just got my book yesterday and I am in absolute love with it. I'm on the Vehicle chapter this morning and I cannot wait to play it! Thanks for creating such an amazing game!

Kipvia Yahoo


          

            I recently ordered Combat Storm and I could not be more satisfied. It is exactly what I expected and I would like to compliment you on a great product.

Andrewvia Gmail


          

            I love your game. It brings back so many memories and is simple and fun... really fun! I am very impressed and tip my hat to you and your company.

Marcvia Yahoo
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Combat Storm 2nd Edition (e-book)




            
                            Regular price
                        
                        
                          $24.99 USD

                        
                        Sale price$17.99 USD
Save $7.00 USD
/
                      




    
      Description

  


    
      
        
Bored of traditional table-top wargames and want a new way to play with your plastic army men? Introducing COMBAT STORM!

COMBAT STORM is a 2-4 player table-top (or “floor-war”) game in which two armies (the U.S. Army and the People’s Coalition Front) battle each other in a modern day setting, in an effort to win missions by having each army complete specific objectives or combat each other in the Last Man Standing Game Mode.

Combat Storm uses your own collection of plastic army men as game pieces and a large playing area such as a 6’x4’ table or living-room floor as a battlefield.

For terrain, you can use common household objects to represent buildings and obstacles (e.g. books, wooden blocks, boxes, etc.) or use the included print-and-play papercraft terrain to build you own cities and environments.

When you order the Combat Storm (2nd Edition) e-book, you will instantly receive the following:

	The Combat Storm (2nd Edition) PDF Rulebook (95 Pages)



	Gameplay Accessories PDF file, contains print-and-play game pieces for Squad Tokens, Wound Tokens, Reload Tokens, Prone/Crouch Tokens, Vehicle Damage Tokens and C4 Tokens.



	Army Builder PDF file to automatically calculate point costs for each army.



	City Accessories PDF file, contains print-and-play papercraft construction sets for  a variety of terrain pieces: Cars (5 different colors), Utility Van, Bus Shelter, Garbage Dumpster, Mailbox, Concrete Barricade and Cement Block Wall.



	Hotel Building PDF file, contains print-and-play papercraft construction set for a hotel building. Also includes instructions for creating multi-level and larger hotel buildings.



	Apartment Building PDF file, contains print-and-play papercraft construction set for an apartment building. Also includes instructions for creating multi-level and larger apartment buildings.


Join the Battle today!
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          Default Title - $17.99 USD
        







                [{"id":31803877589075,"title":"Default Title","option1":"Default Title","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"SWS-G0001","requires_shipping":false,"taxable":true,"featured_image":null,"available":true,"name":"Combat Storm 2nd Edition (e-book)","public_title":null,"options":["Default Title"],"price":1799,"weight":0,"compare_at_price":2499,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"N\/A","requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[]}]
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Combat Storm Starter Set Model Kit - Prototype Edition




            
                            Regular price
                        
                        
                          $47.99 USD

                        
                        Sale price$39.99 USD
Save $8.00 USD
/
                      



    
The Combat Storm Starter Set is a prototype model kit that contains 24 soldiers in various random poses (approx 40mm size). Using 4k 3D-printing technology, each model kit contains soldiers for the U.S. army as well as the P.C.F. army.


The kit includes:

U.S. Army
6 Riflemen
2 Support Infantry
2 Snipers
2 Anti-Armor Soldiers

P.C.F. Army
6 Riflemen
2 Support Infantry
2 Snipers
2 Anti-Armor Soldiers

Gaming Accessories for Combat Storm
4 10mm dice
6 red cube markers
4 yellow cube markers
4 green cube markers

*the model kit also includes at least 2 random bonus soldiers.

Please note: Models come un-assembled and need to be glued to the bases.


The color of resin of the soldiers in the prototype edition may vary: White, Grey, Dark Grey, Black, etc.

The model kit figures are meant to be painted: the soldiers in the photos are shown with a zenithal spray primer on top of a black base coat.
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Desert City Papercraft Terrain Pack (e-book PDF)




            
                            Regular price
                        
                        
                          $12.99 USD

                        
                        Sale price$9.99 USD
Save $3.00 USD
/
                      




    
      Description

  


    
      
        
The Desert City Expansion Pack is a PDF document that includes papercraft templates that you can use to print out the following terrain pieces:

	Bank Building
	Hideout Building
	Sandy Tower Building
	Apartment Tower Building
	Store Building
	Supply Crates
	Wooden Bridges
	Sandbags


The Desert City Expansion Pack can be used to add a multitude of new buildings to your Combat Storm war-gaming scenarios, whether combining with your existing terrain or printing out the Desert City terrain pieces in different configurations to fill up your gaming space.

	Many of the buildings are stack-able, so you can optionally construct large multi-level structures, perfect for creating a sniper nest high above the city.


	Sandbags offer great thematic terrain pieces and act as partial cover for soldiers. There are two different sizes of sandbag placements, allowing gamers to create their own customized battlefield configurations.


	The wooden bridges let soldiers participate in rooftop-to-rooftop engagements, allowing new methods of combat to unfold.


	Supply crates can be used as simple cover terrain but also have a further utility in the Combat Storm expansion rule-set.


With printable terrain, you can print out multiple copies of buildings to create an entire city or stack them on top of one another to create larger buildings, perfect for mission objective locations, sniper roosts, extraction zones, etc.
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          Default Title - $9.99 USD
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      Want the inside scoop on all upcoming products?


                    
                      Join the Combat Storm A-List and receive a 20% off coupon code! 
It's free to join and members of the Combat Storm A-List are the first 
to receive information about NEW products, FREE downloads and product updates from the makers of Combat Storm!

                    

                  


Enter your email
    Subscribe
    
    
    
      
      
        
          Subscribe
          
            








Got a Question?

We'd love to help. First, feel free to check out our FAQ section to see if we have already answered a question you may have. If you don't see an answer there, please let us know by contacting us.
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        	About Us
	Search
	Contact Us


      

    

  

Sign up and save

    
      Sign up and save

  


    
      Subscribe to get special offers, free giveaways, and once-in-a-lifetime deals.

Enter your email
          Subscribe
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        	Privacy Policy
	Terms of Service
	Refund Policy
	Other Contacts
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            United States (USD $)
          
          
        
        	
              
                  Afghanistan (AFN ؋)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Åland Islands (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Albania (ALL L)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Algeria (DZD د.ج)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Andorra (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Angola (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Anguilla (XCD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Antigua & Barbuda (XCD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Argentina (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Armenia (AMD դր.)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Aruba (AWG ƒ)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Ascension Island (SHP £)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Australia (AUD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Austria (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Azerbaijan (AZN ₼)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bahamas (BSD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bahrain (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bangladesh (BDT ৳)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Barbados (BBD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Belarus (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Belgium (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Belize (BZD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Benin (XOF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bermuda (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bhutan (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bolivia (BOB Bs.)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bosnia & Herzegovina (BAM КМ)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Botswana (BWP P)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Brazil (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  British Indian Ocean Territory (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  British Virgin Islands (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Brunei (BND $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Bulgaria (BGN лв.)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Burkina Faso (XOF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Burundi (BIF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Cambodia (KHR ៛)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Cameroon (XAF Fr)
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                  Cape Verde (CVE $)
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                  Cayman Islands (KYD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Central African Republic (XAF Fr)
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                  China (CNY ¥)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Christmas Island (AUD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Cocos (Keeling) Islands (AUD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Colombia (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Comoros (KMF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Congo - Brazzaville (XAF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Congo - Kinshasa (CDF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Cook Islands (NZD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Costa Rica (CRC ₡)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Côte d’Ivoire (XOF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Croatia (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Curaçao (ANG ƒ)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Cyprus (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Czechia (CZK Kč)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Denmark (DKK kr.)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Djibouti (DJF Fdj)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Dominica (XCD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Dominican Republic (DOP $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Ecuador (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Egypt (EGP ج.م)
                
              
            
	
              
                  El Salvador (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Equatorial Guinea (XAF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Eritrea (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Estonia (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Eswatini (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Ethiopia (ETB Br)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Falkland Islands (FKP £)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Faroe Islands (DKK kr.)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Fiji (FJD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Finland (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  France (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  French Guiana (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  French Polynesia (XPF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  French Southern Territories (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Gabon (XOF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Gambia (GMD D)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Georgia (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Germany (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Ghana (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Gibraltar (GBP £)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Greece (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Greenland (DKK kr.)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Grenada (XCD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Guadeloupe (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Guatemala (GTQ Q)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Guernsey (GBP £)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Guinea (GNF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Guinea-Bissau (XOF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Guyana (GYD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Haiti (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Honduras (HNL L)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Hong Kong SAR (HKD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Hungary (HUF Ft)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Iceland (ISK kr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  India (INR ₹)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Indonesia (IDR Rp)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Iraq (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Ireland (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Isle of Man (GBP £)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Israel (ILS ₪)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Italy (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Jamaica (JMD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Japan (JPY ¥)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Jersey (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Jordan (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Kazakhstan (KZT 〒)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Kenya (KES KSh)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Kiribati (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Kosovo (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Kuwait (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Kyrgyzstan (KGS som)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Laos (LAK ₭)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Latvia (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Lebanon (LBP ل.ل)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Lesotho (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Liberia (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Libya (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Liechtenstein (CHF CHF)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Lithuania (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Luxembourg (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Macao SAR (MOP P)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Madagascar (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Malawi (MWK MK)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Malaysia (MYR RM)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Maldives (MVR MVR)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Mali (XOF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Malta (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Martinique (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Mauritania (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Mauritius (MUR ₨)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Mayotte (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Mexico (USD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Moldova (MDL L)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Monaco (EUR €)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Mongolia (MNT ₮)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Montenegro (EUR €)
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                  Morocco (MAD د.م.)
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                  New Caledonia (XPF Fr)
                
              
            
	
              
                  New Zealand (NZD $)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Nicaragua (NIO C$)
                
              
            
	
              
                  Niger (XOF Fr)
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                  Niue (NZD $)
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                  Sri Lanka (LKR ₨)
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                  Switzerland (CHF CHF)
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